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JEY is here and would ask you at this time to remain in meditation. It is important that
you allow one to come to be with you at this time who will help you to more fully understand
your journey. And so JEY would simply ask you to be at peace and know that JEY comes in the
will of the Creator and does come with much Love. And even if JEY allows another to come to
be with you, to communicate through the voice of this one, know that JEY is in a time of being
protective not only of the spirit of the one who is the voice but also of each of you who are here.
Know that JEY does allow what is to be given to you to become a part of the learning which you
receive as you are on your spiritual journey. Be at Peace and await that one.
Allow this one to come and be in your midst at this time. This one will identify to you at
a time when it is necessary; but know that this one comes as one who knows each of you well and
does indeed understand your needs at this time and does indeed understand your journey at this
time. You have known this one as well. And so you can be very much at peace with the presence
of this one. You need not be concerned. Simply know that it is the will of God that this one be
here and be in your presence. It is important that you not be overly concerned about your ability
to travel swiftly through this which is your spiritual journey, for indeed the spirit within you has
all the secrets that you need to discover. It has all the knowledge that you need to know. And
even though many have been coming to you as spirit from the spirit realm to help you awaken to
this, you have been given only that information that is available already within your spirit within.
You have nothing to fear; but you have only that which is a time and a need to rejoice that you
are aware of the power of the spirit that resides within your body at this time.
It is not a fearful thing to be seeking for a deeper knowledge of your relationship to the
one who is the Creator of All Things. That is not fearful. It is not a fearful thing for you to share
the truths that you know with others, for you are indeed sharing only that which is truth. It is not a
fearful thing for you to be able to share with others that they have within them a spirit that is all
knowing, because it is of the Creator. It is known that you are well aware that what is of the
Creator must indeed be a thing of beauty. And so you have the knowledge that you and all others
who live upon the Earth in body have a spirit that is a thing of beauty, of great strength, of great
intelligence.
Is it not strange that you have to have spiritual knowledge, as you would call it, to be able
to help you open your ability to access the spirit that is within you when it has been a part of you
since your conception upon the Earth? It was known that it would be a part of you through all
your lifetime upon the Earth. Is it not a thing of beauty that you are now so much aware of the
preciousness of the spirit within you and the purpose of it living in body at this time. You have
the ability now to access all that is needed by you at any time upon the Earth. However, it is to be
understood that there are some truths, many truths, that you will not need as you are in body at
this time upon the Earth. And so those things need not be revealed to you at this time.
But as you think about that which is necessary for you at any moment in your life upon
the Earth, you will realize that is available to you.. .that knowledge is available to you. All we do,
we who come to you in spirit, all we do is help you to awaken to that which is already within you.
And so as you need help you simply ask for it. Your spirit is waiting and is eager to be able to
help your physical mind to access and to accept all that can be given to you.
As you arrive at the beginning of each day of your life as spirit in body, rejoice for you
are given another time as you know it on earth…another time, another day in your life where you
can enjoy the beauty of knowledge that can be given to you for that day. Simply rejoice and give
thanks to our Creator.
It has been known to those of us who reside in the spirit realm at this time that you have
great wonders within your mind. You wonder about the Universe; you wonder about the future
for you; you wonder about that which is past; and you dwell in that which you consider to be the

present. Allow those wonders to simply be that they are indeed wonders, and they are within you
at all times. Know that as you have been in a time of discussion, you have thought about that
which is time, you have thought about that which is past and future and the now. That should not
be of great concern to you at this time. You have to live in the now at this time; but know that
when you return once again to that which is the reality state, to that which is spirit, you will find
that all that has ever been, all that ever will be, will be known to you…and you wonder again why
you could not have known that fully while you were in body on the Earth. And you will wonder
why you cannot let those you left behind know more about that.
This one would urge you to simply accept what you came here to accept, and that is a
preparatory time for this time upon the Earth. Your spirit is now fully aware of the time that is
approaching. You have been given information, you have been given encouragement to help you
to be prepared spiritually and physically and emotionally for that which is ahead. Your spirit is
ready. It is here and now that you will be able to allow your spirit to guide you and to guide the
footsteps that lead you ever closer to the fulfillment of your purpose upon the Earth. Know that
you need have no fear, for again your footsteps now will lead you where your spirit would guide
you to go. Accept that, for as you have been more accepting of the spiritual reality of you, your
spirit now has the ability to guide you daily.
This one is well aware of that which is necessary for you as spirit in body, but is also well
aware that you are far beyond just simply thinking about that which is the daily needs of the
body. You are well aware that there is more to this life than simply meeting the daily need of life.
And so let that spirit within you shine brightly each day. Be willing to allow others to be drawn
near to you, that they may share in the beauty of your spirit. And then in turn allow your thoughts
to be given to them…through thought….that they may be able to understand why you can exude
such beauty. Many will come to you who are seeking after a greater unfoldment that can be
provided for them. You have the ability now to help each one who comes into your presence.
This one has come with joy and with great knowledge of the opportunity that you have to
fulfill a mission, and that mission will be one that will enlighten those on the earth to that which
has been your purpose as you have been able to go about the work that you must do. And so as
this one comes now to give praise and thanks to the Creator and to thank that one who is our
Creator for your life upon the Earth, know that this one has indeed been able to come to be with
you simply because it is the will of the Creator. You are so precious in the sight of those of us
who dwell in spirit, for we know that you have had many times upon the Earth where you almost
lost sight of this journey that you were to take. But you were able to hold fast and you have been
strengthened. And we rejoice in that.
And this one comes to you to allow you to know that you have indeed fought that which
was a good fight…as you would say on the earth…and you have won. Help others to win as well.
That is now your goal. And now this one has said that you would be allowed to know the identity
of this spirit which has come to you. And you will accept the identity.
You have been in a time of discussing many possibilities of spiritual help that you have
known in times past, and know that this one has indeed been named. But you are no longer
needing that which is simply an easy learning time upon the Earth. This one comes to tell you that
you are beyond that ‘easy learning’ and it is now time for you to accept that any spirit has the
ability to come and communicate with you who comes in the will of the Creator. And so this one
comes to communicate and to tell you that upon the Earth plane this one served a special role.
This one came and served to house a special spirit at a special time upon the Earth, not to fulfill
an entire life upon the Earth as an embodiment of that spirit but only for a special time. And so it
is the joy of this spirit to come and tell you that even as the body of the one who was Jesus upon
the Earth could house the one which was the Christ Spirit at a time when that body lived, this one
gives thanks that opportunity was presented. And so indeed this one lived on the Earth with the
name of Jesus. That one knew you…the one who was Jesus on the Earth knew each of you at that
time. And when that which was the Christ Spirit was allowed to come to the Earth to fulfill a

mission that must be done, the spirit known in the body of Jesus was allowed to leave to allow the
Christ Spirit to come and dwell and to work with that body. But you are already aware of that!
You are aware that indeed when the time came for the one who was Jesus to know death.… for
that body to know death…this one had to return to the body of Jesus to taste that which was death
of the body. And you were there. You knew.
And so this spirit comes at this time to rejoice once again in being able to communicate
with you. Accept that which is the Love of this one and know that you will indeed remember this
time and will recall the times when you may have been in the presence of this one, from that
which was childhood throughout the many years that you lived in the area in which this one lived.
Do not be fearful. This one has come in the will of the Creator and would let you know that as
you have seen that which is the likenesses of many of you who lived at that time, you can be
assured that they are indeed likenesses as your body was at that time. Life is full of miracles, even
as it was for this one upon the Earth as the one who was Jesus lived among many who were loved
and did love. Life is wonderful. It is filled with all the joys that Love can bring. And so this one
now has fulfilled the purpose for being here in your midst. Leave this place with the knowledge
that you are blessed, that you have the ability to seek more for that which is hidden within your
very spirit. Allow the time in your daily lives for those secrets to be revealed to you. It will be
done. Go in the love of our Creator.
JEY is here and does return now and will indeed simply give thanks for what has
occurred. Know that your life upon the Earth will take on a new meaning as you are more fully
aware of what has been said to you. Be at Peace. Go in Love. AMEN
LESSON FROM HORIZON
8-5-88: You have learned that your spirit does have stored within it those eternal truths
which have come down through all Creation; and you are aware that it is possible that those truths
may be made known to you if you so seek. And it is possible that as a result of seeking those
truths your life on earth may be given added weight to the point where you will be able to guide
others who are searching for truth. That spirit which is within each of you who are in body has the
ability to so direct your life that it can change the course of that particular life that has begun on
earth. In other words, if the spirit is given an opportunity to do so, it can change the direction
which a life on earth has begun. You have within you the ability at this time to so recognize
spiritual truth that you can, simply by suggestion, open your heart and mind to be allowed to
know truth.
8-30-88: HORIZON has spoken many times about spirit within and has allowed you to
know that the spirit within is eternal and does therefore contain eternal truths that can be accessed
if you are interested in learning those eternal truths and are willing to abide by that which
HORIZON has given. As you are seeking knowledge regarding spiritual growth, as you are
seeking knowledge regarding eternal truths, as you then search within your own spirit you are
able to access those eternal truths. As a result you are in turn able to understand all those things
which you are receiving at this time and are to receive in the future. There is within you the
ability to communicate with that which is spirit within. You have been given instructions
regarding that ability. But be it known also that if you will simply open your heart and mind
asking the spirit within you to give information which is necessary you will so receive. There is
only the necessity for you to be truly searching, for you to be truly aware that you can receive
such truths. Be it known also that it is the will of your Creator that you be able to search for those
truths. Never was it intended for those spirits, when they go into body on earth, that they be left
all alone and unguarded. It has always been the will of the Creator of your spirits that you have
the opportunity to receive help from those who are in the spirit realm from the one who is your
Creator. Be aware that your Creator is spirit, that your spirit within has been created by that one
which is your Creator, and therefore is spirit of the Creator. As a result of that, the spirit within
you has the ability to communicate with that which is spirit, that which is eternal, that which is

the Almighty, and is therefore able to receive that information and that which will endeavor to
help spirit in body on earth.

